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once you have the information, connect the zinwell pws-8121 router to a power source and a computer.
in the picture below you can see a zinwell pws-8121 router installed on a zinwell jnr3210 router. this is

the first step in factory resetting a router. it is quite easy to connect your zinwell router to your smart tv.
you can follow these steps to connect your zinwell router to your smart tv. manual zinwell zbt 620c if you
are facing issues connecting your zinwell router to your smart tv then you can refer to our support page
how to connect your zinwell router to your smart tv1. make sure your zinwell router is already connected
to your home wifi router and the zinwell router is currently on. how to connect your zinwell router to your

smart tv2. set the zinwell router to dmz mode (enable the dmz setting). how to connect your zinwell
router to your smart tv3. connect the zinwell router to your smart tv. how to connect your zinwell router
to your smart tv4. connect your zinwell router to your smart tv and wait for the zinwell router to detect

your smart tv. how to connect your zinwell router to your smart tv5. your smart tv will automatically
connect to the zinwell router. how to connect your zinwell router to your smart tv6. enjoy the zinwell
smart tv services. how to connect your zinwell router to your smart tv7. if you want to make sure that
your zinwell router is connected to your smart tv, you can connect the zinwell router to your smart tv.
how to connect your zinwell router to your smart tv8. you can also connect the zinwell router to your
smart tv if the zinwell router is already connected to your home wifi router and the zinwell router is

currently on. how to connect your zinwell router to your smart tv9. the zinwell router is now connected to
your smart tv. how to connect your zinwell router to your smart tv10.
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